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Abstract: Let G0 be a simple Lie group and Q0 a maximal parabolic subgroup of quasiHeisenberg type. In this paper we construct conformally invariant systems of diﬀerential
operators associated to a homogeneous line bundle Ls ! G0 =Q0 . The systems that we construct
yield explicit homomorphisms between appropriate generalized Verma modules. We also
determine whether or not these homomorphisms are standard.
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1. Introduction. The main work of this
paper concerns systems of diﬀerential operators
that are equivariant under an action of a Lie
algebra. We call such systems conformally invariant. To explain the meaning of the equivariance
condition, suppose that V ! M is a vector bundle
over a smooth manifold M and g is a Lie algebra of
ﬁrst order diﬀerential operators that act on sections
of V. A linearly independent list D1 ; . . . ; Dn of linear
diﬀerential operators on sections of V is called a
conformally invariant system if, for each X 2 g,
there are smooth functions CijX ðmÞ on M so that, for
all 1  i  n, and sections f of V, we have
n
X
ð1:1Þ ð½X; Di fÞðmÞ ¼
CjiX ðmÞðDj fÞðmÞ;
j¼1

where ½X; Di  ¼ XDi  Di X. (For the precise deﬁnition see for example Deﬁnition 2.3 of [14].)
A typical example for a conformally invariant
system of one diﬀerential operator is the wave
@2
@2
@2
@2
operator  ¼ @x
2 þ @x2 þ @x2  @x2 on the Minkowski
1
2
3
4
space R3;1 . If X is an element of g ¼ soð4; 2Þ acting
as a ﬁrst-order diﬀerential operators on sections of
an appropriate line bundle over R3;1 then there is a
smooth function C X on R3;1 so that
½X;  ¼ C X :
(See for example the introduction of [11].)
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The notion of conformally invariant systems
generalizes that of quasi-invariant diﬀerential
operators introduced by Kostant in [12] and is
related to a work of Huang ([9]). It is also compatible with the deﬁnition given by Ehrenpreis in [7].
Conformally invariant systems are explicitly or
implicitly presented in the work of Barbasch-SahiSpeh ([1]), Davidson-Enright-Stanke ([5]), EnrightWallach ([8]), Kable ([10]), Kobayashi-Ørsted
([11]), among others. Much of the published
work is for the case that M ¼ G0 =Q0 with Q0 ¼
L0 N0 , N0 abelian. Conformally invariant systems
are also related to works of Dobrev (see for
instance [6]) in mathematical physics. The systematic study of conformally invariant systems
started with the work of Barchini-Kable-Zierau
in [2] and [3].
An important consequence of the identity (1.1)
is that the common kernel of the operators in the
conformally invariant system D1 ; . . . ; Dn is invariant under a Lie algebra action. The representation
theoretic question of understanding the common
kernel as a g-module is an open question (except for
a small number of very special examples).
Although the theory of conformally invariant
systems can be viewed as a geometric-analytic
theory, it is also closely related to algebraic objects
such as generalized Verma modules. It has been
shown in [3] that a conformally invariant system
yields a homomorphism between certain generalized Verma modules. The classiﬁcation of non-
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standard homomorphisms between generalized
Verma modules is an open problem.
The main goal of this paper is to build systems
of diﬀerential operators that satisfy the condition
(1.1), when M is a homogeneous manifold G0 =Q0
with Q0 a maximal parabolic subgroup of quasiHeisenberg type. (We shall describe the class of
maximal parabolics in Section 2.) This is to construct systems D1 ; . . . ; Dn acting on sections of
bundles V s ! G0 =Q0 over G0 =Q0 in a systematic
manner and to determine the bundles V s on which
the systems are conformally invariant. The systems
that we build yield explicit homomorphisms between appropriate generalized Verma modules. We
also classify whether or not these homomorphisms
are standard.
The full detail of this paper can be found in the
preprints [14] and [13], and will appear elsewhere.
2. Construction of k systems. The aim
of this section is to construct systems of operators that satisfy the condition (1.1). Let G be a
complex, simple, connected, simply-connected Lie
group with Lie algebra g. Fix a maximal connected
solvable subgroup B. Write b ¼ h  u for its Lie
algebra with h a Cartan subalgebra and u the
nilpotent radical. Let q  b be a standard parabolic
subalgebra of g. We deﬁne Q ¼ NG ðqÞ, a parabolic
subgroup of G. Write Q ¼ LN for the Levi decomposition of Q.
Let g0 be a real form of g in which the complex
parabolic subalgebra q has a real form q0 , and let
G0 be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra
g0 . Deﬁne Q0 ¼ NG0 ðqÞ  Q, and write Q0 ¼ L0 N0 .
We will work with G0 =Q0 for a class of maximal
parabolic subgroups Q0 whose unipotent radicals
N0 are two-step nilpotent.
Next, let  ¼ ðg; hÞ be the set of roots of g
with respect to h. Let þ be the positive system
attached to b and denote by  the set of simple
roots. We write g for the root space for  2 . For
each subset S  , let qS be the corresponding
standard parabolic subalgebra. Write qS ¼ lS  nS
L
with Levi factor lS ¼ h  2S g and nilpotent
L
radical nS ¼ 2þ nS g , where S ¼ f 2  j  2
spanðnSÞg. If Q0 is a maximal parabolic subgroup
then there exists a unique simple root q 2  so
that q ¼ qfq g . Let q be the fundamental weight for
q . The weight q is orthogonal to any roots  with
g  ½l; l. Hence it exponentiates to a character q
of L. As q takes real values on L0 , for s 2 C,
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character s ¼ jq js is well-deﬁned on L0 . Let Cs
be the one-dimensional representation of L0 with
character s . The representation s is extended to
a representation of Q0 by making it trivial on N0 .
Then it deduces a line bundle Ls on G0 =Q0 with
ﬁber Cs .
By the Bruhat theory, G0 =Q0 admits an open
0 Q0 =Q0 . We restrict our bundense submanifold N
dle to this submanifold. The systems that we study
act on smooth sections of the restricted bundle. By
slight abuse of notation we refer to the restricted
bundle as Ls .
Now observe that g has a Z-grading g ¼
Lr
L
i>0 gðiÞ ¼ l  n. If
i¼r gðiÞ so that q ¼ gð0Þ 
ðgðrÞÞ ¼ fj 2  j gj  gðrÞg then, for 1  k  2r,
we deﬁne polynomial maps k by
ð2:1Þ

k : gð1Þ ! gðr þ kÞ  gðrÞ
1
X 7! ðadðXÞk  IdÞ!;
k!
P
with ! ¼ j 2ðgðrÞÞ Xj  Xj , where Xj are root
vectors for j so that fXj ; Xj ; ½Xj ; Xj g is an
slð2Þ-triple. Each k can be thought of as giving the
symbols of the diﬀerential operators that we study.
Let W be an irreducible constituent of gðr þ
kÞ  gðrÞ as an L-module. If W is its dual space
(with respect to the Killing form) then there
exists an L-intertwining operator ~k jW 2
HomL ðW ; P k ðgð1ÞÞÞ so that ~k jW ðY ÞðXÞ ¼
Y ðk ðXÞÞ for Y 2 W , where P k ðgð1ÞÞ is the space
of polynomials on gð1Þ of homogeneous degree k.
If ~k jW 6 0 then we call the irreducible constituent
W special for k . 1Þ Observe that, as P k ðgð1ÞÞ ¼
Symk ðgð1ÞÞ via the Killing form, the linear map
~k jW can be thought of as a map from W to
Symk ðgð1ÞÞ. Then we consider the following composition of linear maps:
ð2:2Þ

W

~k jW



R



! Symk ðgð1ÞÞ ,! Uð
nÞ ! DðLs Þn :

Here,  : Symk ðgð1ÞÞ ! Uð
nÞ is the symmetrization operator, R is the inﬁnitesimal right trans
-invariant
lation, and DðLs Þn is the space of n
 the opposite
diﬀerential operators for Ls with n

nilradical of n. Let k jW : W ! DðLs Þn be the
composition of linear maps, namely, k jW ¼
R  ~k jW . For simplicity we write k ðY Þ ¼
1Þ

There is a certain discrepancy of the deﬁnition for special
constituents between this paper and [14]. See the introduction of [13] for some remark on this matter.
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k jW ðY Þ for the k-th order diﬀerential operator
arising from Y 2 W .
Now, given basis fY1 ; . . . ; Ym g for W , we have
a system of diﬀerential operators
ð2:3Þ

k ðY1 Þ; . . . ; k ðYm Þ

for Ls . We call the system of operators the k jW
system. When the irreducible constituent W is not
important, we simply refer to each k jW system as
an k system.
It is not necessary for the k jW system to be
conformally invariant; the conformal invariance of
the operators (2.3) strongly depends on the complex
parameter s of the line bundle Ls . Then we say that
the k jW system has special value s0 if the system is
conformally invariant on the line bundle Ls0 .
The special values for the case that
dimð½n; nÞ ¼ 1 for q ¼ l  n, a parabolic subalgebra
of Heisenberg type, are studied by Barchini-KableZierau in [2] and [3], and myself in [15]. We then
consider a more general case; namely, q ¼ l  n is
a maximal parabolic subalgebra with n satisfying
the conditions that ½n; ½n; n ¼ 0 and dimð½n; nÞ > 1.
We call such parabolic subalgebras quasi-Heisenberg type. In this case we have r ¼ 2 in (2.1).
Therefore the k systems for k 5 are zero. In
the next section we ﬁnd the special values of the
1 system and 2 systems for q under consideration.
3. Special values of s. The aim of this
section is to ﬁnd the special values of the 1 system
and 2 systems for maximal parabolic subalgebras q
of quasi-Heisenberg type.
We start with describing the results for the 1
system. When k ¼ 1, since 1 : gð1Þ ! gð1Þ  gð2Þ
is linear, if V is a special constituent in gð1Þ  gð2Þ
then V ¼ gð1Þ. By identifying gð1Þ ¼ gð1Þ via
the Killing form, for ðgð1ÞÞ ¼ f1 ; . . . ; m g the
set of roots contributing to gð1Þ, the 1 system is
given by RðX1 Þ; . . . ; RðXm Þ via the composition
of maps in (2.2). (Here Xi are root vectors for
i .)
Theorem 1 ([14, Theorem 5.7]). Let q be a
maximal parabolic subalgebra of quasi-Heisenberg
type. The 1 system is conformally invariant on Ls
if and only if s ¼ 0.
Outline of the proof. A direct computation
shows that, for X 2 g acting as a ﬁrst order
diﬀerential operator on Ls , the bracket
½X; RðXi Þ is of the form

½X; RðXi Þ ¼
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X

CjiX RðXj Þ þ sFjiX ;

j 2ðgð1ÞÞ

0 .
where
and
are some smooth functions on N
Now the identity (1.1) holds if and only if s ¼ 0. 
Next, we describe the results for the 2
systems. To determine special constituents, we
decompose gð0Þ  gð2Þ into irreducible constituents
by using a standard character formula. The special
constituents are classiﬁed as type 1a, type 1b, type
2, and type 3. To describe the types of the special
constituents, we now brieﬂy observe the structure
of ½gð0Þ; gð0Þ. Note that the subspace gð0Þ is
gð0Þ ¼ l, the Levi subalgebra of q.
Let  be a simple root that is not orthogonal
to the highest root for g. Note that if maximal
parabolic subalgebra q is of quasi-Heisenberg type
then ½l; l is either simple or the direct sum of two
or three simple ideals with only one simple ideal
containing the root space g . (For the details see
Section 4.3 of [14].) Given Dynkin type T of g, if we
write T ðiÞ for the Lie algebra together with the
choice of maximal parabolic subalgebra q ¼ qfi g
determined by i then the three simple factors
occur only when q is of type Dn ðn  2Þ. So, if q is not
of type Dn ðn  2Þ then there are at most two simple
factors. In this case we denote by l (resp. ln ) the
simple ideal of l that contains (reps. does not
contain) g . Thus l may decompose into l ¼
zðlÞ  l  ln , where zðlÞ is the center of l. Note
that when ½l; l is a simple ideal, we have ln ¼ f0g.
The maximal parabolic subalgebras q of quasiHeisenberg type with the above decomposition of l
are parametrized as:
CjiX

ð3:1Þ

FjiX

Bn ðiÞ ð3  i  nÞ;
Cn ðiÞ ð2  i  n  1Þ;
Dn ðiÞ ð3  i  n  3Þ;

and
ð3:2Þ

E6 ð3Þ; E6 ð5Þ; E7 ð2Þ; E7 ð6Þ; E8 ð1Þ; F4 ð4Þ:

Here, the Bourbaki conventions [4] are used for the
labels of the simple roots. Note that when g is of
type An or type G2 , there is no maximal parabolic
subalgebra of quasi-Heisenberg type. As n is twostep nilpotent, we have gð2Þ ¼ zðnÞ, the center of
n. Thus gð0Þ  gð2Þ ¼ l  zðnÞ may be written as
l  zðnÞ ¼ ðzðlÞ  zðnÞÞ  ðl  zðnÞÞ  ðln  zðnÞÞ.
Now observe that if V ðÞ is a special constituent of l  zðnÞ with highest weight  then, as V ðÞ
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Table I.

Types of special constituent

Type

Þ

Vð þ

Table II.

Vð þ

n Þ

Line bundles with special values for 2 systems
 2 jV ð

Parabolic q

Bn ðiÞ, 3  i  n  2

Type 1a

Type 1a

Bn ðiÞ; 3  i  n  2

Bn ðn  1Þ

Type 1a

Type 1b

Bn ðn  1Þ

Bn ðnÞ

Type 2

—

Bn ðnÞ

þ Þ

ni

1
2

1
2

 2 jV ð

þ

?

1

—
1

Cn ðiÞ, 2  i  n  1

Type 3

Type 2

Cn ðiÞ, 2  i  n  1

?

Type 1a

Type 1a

Dn ðiÞ, 3  i  n  3

ni1

1

E6 ð3Þ

Type 1a

Type 1a

E6 ð3Þ

1

2

E6 ð5Þ
E7 ð2Þ

Type 1a
Type 1a

Type 1a
—

E6 ð5Þ
E7 ð2Þ

1
2

2
—

E7 ð6Þ

Type 1a

Type 1a

E7 ð6Þ

1

3

E8 ð1Þ

Type 1a

—

E8 ð1Þ

3

—

F4 ð4Þ

Type 2

—

F4 ð4Þ

1

—

þ

ðgð1ÞÞ ¼ f 2 ðgð1ÞÞ j

and we denote by j
elements in  þ ðgð1ÞÞ.

þ

þ   2 ðgð1ÞÞg;

ðgð1ÞÞj the number of

n Þ

1

Dn ðiÞ, 3  i  n  3

is embedded into Sym2 ðgð1ÞÞ ¼ Sym2 ðgð1ÞÞ 
gð1Þ  gð1Þ (see (2.2)), we have V ðÞ ,! gð1Þ 
gð1Þ. (Here recall that the duality is with respect to
the Killing form.) Thus the highest weight  is of
the form þ , where
is the highest weight for
gð1Þ and is some weight for gð1Þ. It is shown in
Section 6 of [14] that, for q under consideration,
there are exactly one or two special constituents of
l  zðnÞ; one is an irreducible constituent of l  zðnÞ
and the other is equal to ln  zðnÞ. We denote by
V ð þ  Þ and V ð þ n Þ the special constituents so
that V ð þ  Þ  l  zðnÞ and V ð þ n Þ ¼ ln  zðnÞ.
Deﬁnition 1 ([14, Deﬁnition 6.20]). Let be
the highest weight for gð1Þ, and let ¼  or n . We
say that a special constituent V ð þ Þ is of
(1) type 1a if þ is not a root with 6¼ and
both and are long roots,
(2) type 1b if þ is not a root with 6¼ and
either or is a short root,
(3) type 2 if þ ¼ 2 is not a root, or
(4) type 3 if þ is a root.
Table I shows the types of the special constituents V ð þ Þ for each maximal parabolic subalgebra q. A dash in the column for V ð þ n Þ
indicates that ln ¼ f0g for the case. (So there is
no special constituent V ð þ n Þ.) One may observe from Table I that in most of the cases special
constituents V ð þ Þ are either type 1a or type 2.
Then, in this paper, we ﬁnd the special values for
these cases.
Write
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Theorem 2 ([14, Theorem 7.16, Corollary
7.23]). Suppose that V ð þ Þ is a special constituent of type 1a or type 2.
(a) If V ð þ Þ is of type 1a then the 2 jV ð þ Þ
system is conformally invariant on Ls if and
only if
s¼

j

þ

ðgð1ÞÞj
 1:
2

(b) If V ð þ Þ is of type 2 then the 2 jV ð þ Þ
system is conformally invariant on Ls if and
only if
s ¼ 1:
Outline of the proof. It is not easy to ﬁnd the
special values of s for the 2 systems by a direct
computation. (See Section 5 of [2].) We then use
two reduction techniques to compute the special
values. First, in order to show the equivariance
condition (1.1) for Dj ¼ 2 ðYj Þ, it is enough to
compute ½X; 2 ðYj Þ at the identity e. (Here we
regard g as the Lie algebra of ﬁrst order diﬀerential
operators.) Furthermore, we can show that it is
even suﬃcient to compute only ½Xh ; 2 ðYl Þ at e,
where Xh and Yl are a highest weight vector for
gð1Þ  g and a lowest weight vector for V , respectively. Now, by computing ½Xh ; 2 ðYl Þ at e, we can
obtain the special values. Note that the conditions
that þ is not a root and that both and are
long roots play a role in the computation. (For the
details, see Section 7.3 of [14].)

Let i be the fundamental weight for the simple
root i that determines the maximal parabolic
subalgebra q. Table II summarizes the special
values of s of the line bundles Ls ¼ Lðsi Þ on which
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the 2 systems are conformally invariant. When q is
of type Bn ðn  1Þ, the constituent V ð þ n Þ is of
type 1b, and when q is of type Cn ðiÞ, the constituent
V ð þ  Þ is of type 3. Therefore, a question mark is
put for these cases in Table II.
4. Homomorphism ’k . In this section we
brieﬂy discuss about homomorphisms ’k between
generalized Verma modules that are induced by
conformally invariant k systems. (For the full
description see [13].)
If an k system is conformally invariant on
the line bundle Ls0 then the system of operators
yields a ﬁnite dimensional simple l-submodule F
of generalized Verma module Mq ½Cs0 q  ¼
UðgÞ UðqÞ Cs0 q , on which n acts trivially. Then
the inclusion map 2 HomL ðF ; Mq ½Cs0 q Þ induces
a non-zero UðgÞ-homomorphism
’k 2 HomUðgÞ;L ðMq ½F ; Mq ½Cs0 q Þ
between generalized Verma modules, that is given
by
ð4:1Þ

’k

Mq ½F  ! Mq ½Cs0 q 
u  Y 7! u  ðY Þ;

where Mq ½F  ¼ UðgÞ UðqÞ F .
Observe that there is a quotient map from a
(full) Verma module to a generalized Verma
module. A homomorphism ’ between generalized
Verma modules is then called standard if ’
comes from a homomorphism between the corresponding full Verma modules. The following theorem classiﬁes whether or not the maps ’k for k ¼
1; 2 induced by the 1 system and 2 systems are
standard.
Theorem 3 ([13, Theorems 5.3, 6.5, 6.6, 6.38]).
(a) The map ’1 is standard.
(b) The standardness of ’2 depends on V ð þ Þ.
Table III summarizes the results for ’2 .
The proof for Theorem 3 is a bit too long for
this paper. Thus, for the rest of this section, we only
describe key facts to show that ’k is non-standard.
First recall that if an k jW system is conformally invariant on Ls0 then the system of
operators yields a ﬁnite dimensional simple l-sub acts trivially.
module F of Mq ½Cs0 q  on which n
Proposition 1 ([13, Proposition 3.4]). If W
has highest weight  then the simple l-module F has
highest weight   s0 q .
To show that ’k is non-standard, it suﬃces to
show that the standard map ’std between the two

Table III.
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The homomorphism ’2 arising from the 2 systems

Parabolic q

 2 jV ð

2 jV ð

þ Þ

þ

Bn ðiÞ, 3  i  n  2

standard

Bn ðn  1Þ

standard

?

Bn ðnÞ

standard

—

n Þ

non-standard

Cn ðiÞ, 2  i  n  1

?

standard

Dn ðiÞ, 3  i  n  3

non-standard

non-standard

E6 ð3Þ

non-standard

non-standard

E6 ð5Þ
E7 ð2Þ

non-standard
non-standard

non-standard
—

E7 ð6Þ

non-standard

non-standard

E8 ð1Þ

non-standard

—

F4 ð4Þ

standard

—

generalized Verma module is zero. It is known
exactly when the standard map is zero. To describe
the criterion eﬃciently, we now parametrize generalized Verma modules by their inﬁnitesimal characters. Thus, by using Proposition 1, we express
(4.1) as
ð4:2Þ

Mq ð  s0 q þ Þ ! Mq ðs0 q þ Þ;

where is half the sum of the positive roots.
The main idea to show the standard map ’std
is zero is a use of a theorem of Lepowsky. Write
_
Pþ
l ¼ f 2 h j h ; i 2 1 þ Z

0

for all  2 ðlÞg;

where ðlÞ is the set of simple roots for l. As usual, if
there is a non-zero UðgÞ-homomorphism from MðÞ
into Mð Þ then we write MðÞ  Mð Þ.
Theorem 4 ([16, Proposition 3.3]). Let ; 2
Pþ
,
and assume that MðÞ  Mð Þ. Then the
l
standard map ’std from Mq ðÞ to Mq ð Þ is zero if
and only if MðÞ  Mðs Þ for some  2 ðlÞ.
Theorem 4 reduces the existence problem of
the non-zero standard map ’std between generalized
Verma modules to that of the non-zero map
between appropriate Verma modules. It is well
known when a non-zero UðgÞ-homomorphism between Verma modules exists. To describe the
condition, we ﬁrst introduce the deﬁnition of a link
of two weights.
Deﬁnition 2 (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand).
Let ;  2 h and 1 ; . . . ; t 2 þ . Set 0 ¼  and
i ¼ si    s1  for 1  i  t. We say that the sequence ð1 ; . . . ; t Þ links  to  if
(1) t ¼  and
(2) hi1 ; i_ i 2 Z 0 for 1  i  t.
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Theorem 5 (BGG-Verma). Let
;  2 h .
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) MðÞ  MðÞ.
(2) LðÞ is a composition factor of MðÞ.
(3) There exists a sequence ð1 ; . . . ; t Þ with
i 2 þ that links  to ,
where LðÞ is the unique irreducible quotient of
MðÞ.
Observe that if there is a non-zero UðgÞ-homomorphism (not necessarily standard) from Mq ðÞ to
Mq ð Þ then MðÞ  Mð Þ. By taking into account
Theorem 5 and this observation, in our setting,
Theorem 4 is equivalent to the following proposition.
Proposition 2 ([13,
Propostion 4.6]). Let
Mq ð  s0 q þ Þ and Mq ðs0 q þ Þ be the generalized Verma modules in (4.2). Then the standard
map from Mq ð  s0 q þ Þ to Mq ðs0 q þ Þ is zero
if and only if there exists  2 ðlÞ so that  
s0 q þ is linked to   s0 q þ .
Proof. First observe that since there exists
a non-zero UðgÞ-homomorphism ’k from Mq ð 
s0 q þ Þ to Mq ðs0 q þ Þ, we have Mð  s0 q þ
Þ  Mðs0 q þ Þ. Therefore, by Theorem 4 and
Theorem 5, the standard map from Mq ð  s0 q þ
Þ to Mq ðs0 q þ Þ is zero if and only if there
exists  2 ðlÞ so that s ðs0 q þ Þ is linked to
  s0 q þ . As hq ; _ i ¼ 0 and h ; _ i ¼ 1 for
 2 ðlÞ, we have s ðs0 q þ Þ ¼   s0 q þ .
Now this proposition follows.

Using this criterion we can show that the map
’k is non-standard for each non-standard case in
Table III.
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